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� A model for real gas transport through nanopores of shale gas reservoirs was proposed.
� Gas transport behavior in nanopores of shale gas reservoirs was revealed.
� Nanopore type, shape and size significantly influence gas transport.
� Real gas effect enhances gas transport capacity in nanopores.
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A model for real gas transport in nanopores of shale gas reservoirs (SGRs) was proposed on the basis of
the weighted superposition of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion, where the ratios of the intermolecular col-
lisions and the molecule–nanopore wall collisions to the total collisions are the weighted factors of slip
flow and Knudsen diffusion, respectively. The present model takes account of slip effect and real gas
effect, additionally, the effects of cross-section type and its shape of nanopores on gas transport are also
considered in this paper. The present model is successfully validated against existing molecular simula-
tion data collected from different sources in literature. The results show: (1) the present model is reason-
able to describe all of the gas transport mechanisms known, including continuum flow, slip flow and
transition flow in nanopores of SGRs; (2) the cross-section type and shape of nanopores both affect gas
transport capacity: at the same cross-sectional area, gas transport capacity of nanopores with a circular
cross section is greater than that with a rectangular cross section, and gas transport capacity of nanopores
with a rectangular cross section decreases with an increasing aspect ratio; compared to the cross-section
type, the effect of the cross-section shape on gas transport capacity is stronger; (3) a real gas effect
improves gas transport capacity, which becomes more obvious with an increasing pressure and a
decreasing pore size; (4) and compared to nanopores with a circular cross section, the effect of real
gas effect on gas transport capacity of nanopores with a rectangular cross section is stronger, and the
effect increases with an increasing aspect ratio. The proposed model can provide some theoretical sup-
port in numerical simulation of reservoir behavior in SGRs.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Currently, gas transport in nanopores have been the focus of a
large number of studies [1–6]. Due to the improved horizontal-
drilling and hydraulic-fracturing technologies, the commercial
gas production of SGRs with a large reserve is being achieved in
North America, which has received a great of attention around
the world [7]. Shale gas transport in nanopores is the basis for
accurate numerical simulation, which provides theoretical and
technical support for gas production prediction and fracture
parameter optimization in SGRs [8].

Nanopores are abundant in SGRs, and their diameters range
from a few nanometers to several hundred nanometers [9], which
causes that gas transport in SGRs is significantly different from that
in conventional gas reservoirs [10,11]. Based on Knudsen number
Kn, defined as the ratio of gas mean free path to the characteristic
dimension, gas transport mechanisms are classified into contin-
uum flow (Kn < 10�3), slip flow (10�3 < Kn < 10�1) and transition
flow (10�1 < Kn < 10) in nanopores of SGRs [8]. The Navier–Stokes
equation is only valid for continuum flow [12]; for slip flow,
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Nomenclature

A(f) section shape factor of nanopores with a rectangular
cross section for slip flow, dimensionless

A1 fitting constant, dimensionless
A2 fitting constant, dimensionless
A3 fitting constant, dimensionless
B(f) section shape factor of nanopores with a rectangular

cross section for Knudsen diffusion, dimensionless
b gas slip constant, dimensionless
Capp-tr the apparent gas conductance of shale matrix, s
CC-ki ideal gas conductance of Knudsen diffusion through na-

nopores with a circular cross section, s
CC-kr real gas conductance of Knudsen diffusion through na-

nopores with a circular cross section, s
CC-ti total conductance for ideal gas through nanopores with

a circular cross section, s
CC-tr total conductance for real gas through nanopores with a

circular cross section, s
CC-vsi ideal gas conductance of slip flow through nanopores

with a circular cross section, s
CC-vsr real gas conductance of slip flow through nanopores

with a circular cross section, s
Cg gas compressibility, 1/MPa
CR-ki ideal gas conductance of Knudsen diffusion through na-

nopores with a rectangular cross section, s
CR-kr real gas conductance of Knudsen diffusion through na-

nopores with a rectangular cross section, s
CR-ti total conductance for ideal gas through nanopores with

a rectangular cross section, s
CR-tr total conductance for real gas through nanopores with a

rectangular cross section, s
CR-vsi ideal gas conductance of slip flow through nanopores

with a rectangular cross section, s
CR-vsr real gas conductance of slip flow through nanopores

with a rectangular cross section, s
Df fractal dimension of the pore wall, dimensionless
h height of a rectangular cross section for nanopores, m
JC-ki Knudsen diffusion mass flux for ideal gas through nano-

pores with a circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)
JC-kr Knudsen diffusion mass flux for real gas through nano-

pores with a circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)
JC-ti total mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with a

circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)
JC-ti/JC-ki dimensionless ideal gas flux based on Knudsen diffusion

flux through nanopores with a circular cross section,
dimensionless

JC-ti/JC-vi dimensionless ideal gas flux based on continuum flow
flux through nanopores with a circular cross section,
dimensionless

JC-tr total mass flux of real gas through nanopores with a cir-
cular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JC-vi continuum flow mass flux for ideal gas through nano-
pores with a circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JC-vsi slip flow mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with
a circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JC-vsr slip flow mass flux for real gas through nanopores with
a circular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-ki Knudsen diffusion mass flux for ideal gas through nano-
pores with a rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-kr Knudsen diffusion mass flux for real gas through nano-
pores with a rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-ti total mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with a
rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-ti/JR-ki dimensionless ideal gas flux based on Knudsen diffusion
flux through nanopores with a rectangular cross section,
dimensionless

JR-ti/JR-vi dimensionless ideal gas flux based on continuum flow
flux through nanopores with a rectangular cross section,
dimensionless

JR-tr total mass flux of real gas through nanopores with a
rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-vi continuum flow mass flux for ideal gas through nano-
pores with a rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-vsi slip flow mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with
a rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

JR-vsr slip flow mass flux for real gas through nanopores with
a rectangular cross section, kg/(m2 s)

Kni Knudsen number for ideal gas, dimensionless
Knr Knudsen number of real gas, dimensionless
l gas transport distance, m
M gas molar weight, kg/mol
p pressure, MPa
pc critical pressure of gas, MPa
pr reduced pressure of gas, dimensionless
R universal gas constant, J/(mol k)
r pore radius, m
S cross-sectional area of nanopores, nm2

T reservoir temperature, K
Tc critical temperature of gas, K
Tr reduced temperature of gas, dimensionless
w width of a rectangular cross section for nanopores, m
Z gas compressibility factor, dimensionless

Greek letters
/ porosity, decimal
ai rarefaction coefficient of ideal gas, dimensionless
ao rarefaction coefficient when Kn ?1, dimensionless
ar rarefied coefficient of real gas, dimensionless
a1 fitting constant, dimensionless
b fitting constant, dimensionless
g gas viscosity at p = 1.01325 � 105 Pa and T = 423 K, pa s
gr real gas viscosity, pa s
ki mean free path of ideal gas, m
kr mean free path of real gas, m
n aspect ratio of nanopores with a rectangular cross sec-

tion, dimensionless
r ratio of normalized molecule size to local average pore

diameter, dimensionless
s tortuosity, dimensionless
w deviation degree of gas transport mass between real gas

and ideal gas, %
xC-ki weighting coefficient for Knudsen diffusion through na-

nopores with a circular cross section for ideal gas,
dimensionless

xC-kr weighting coefficient for Knudsen diffusion through na-
nopores with a circular cross section for real gas, dimen-
sionless

xC-vsi weighting coefficient for slip flow through nanopores
with a circular cross section for ideal gas, dimensionless

xC-vsr weighting coefficient for slip flow through nanopores
with a circular cross section for real gas, dimensionless

xR-ki weighting coefficient for Knudsen diffusion through na-
nopores with a rectangular cross section for ideal gas,
dimensionless
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xR-kr weighting coefficient for Knudsen diffusion through na-
nopores with a rectangular cross section for real gas,
dimensionless

xR-vsi weighting coefficient for slip flow through nanopores
with a rectangular cross section for ideal gas, dimen-
sionless

xR-vsr weighting coefficient for slip flow through nanopores
with a rectangular cross section for real gas, dimension-
less

Fig. 1. Diversity of nanopores in shale gas reservoirs.
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Navier–Stokes equations with the corrected slip flow boundary
condition, including the first-order and second-order slip flow
equations, are valid [13]; for transition flow, compared with exper-
imental results, gas transport calculated by the first-order slip flow
equation is underestimated [14]; there are large variations in the
second-order slip coefficient for the second-order slip flow equa-
tion, and the lack of a universally accepted second-order slip coef-
ficient is a major problem when it is applied to transition flow [13].

As mentioned above, a single constitutive equation can’t
describe all the gas transport mechanisms known in nanopores
of SGRs. Hence, a lot of scholars proposed a variety of unified equa-
tions to attempt to overcome this problem [8,15–23].
Unfortunately, these unified equations, based on the superposition
of different gas transport mechanisms, are not valid because of dif-
ferent defects, as shown in Table 1. Therefore, a robust model is
urgently developed to model gas transport accurately in nanopores
of SGRs.

There is a severe thermodynamic nonequilibrium, named as slip
effect, in gas transport through nanopores of SGRs, which is a com-
mon physic phenomenon also occurring in gas transport for
adsorptive gas separation, heterogeneous catalysis, an electro-
chemical process under a low pressure condition [24–26]. In addi-
tion, gas transport in nanopores of SGRs has its particularity due to
an extremely high reservoir pressure of 20–60 MPa [27], named
the real gas effect, which refers to that the gas intermolecular force
and molecules themselves volume both significantly affect gas
transport in nanopores [22]. Therefore, the quantitative character-
ization of real gas effect on gas transport through nanopores of
SGRs also need to be resolved.

Nanopores in SGRs are complex with diverse cross-section
types and shapes, including triangular, circular, rectangular, and
trapezoidal cross sections, as shown in Fig. 1 [28]. The majority
of existing gas transport models in SGRs are established with an
assumption of nanopores with a circular cross section, and do
Table 1
Comparison and evaluation of different gas transport models in naopores.

Model Description

Ertekin et al. (1986) [15] Weighted superposition based on continuu
flow and Fick diffusion

Liu et al. (2002) [16] Weighted superposition based on continuu
flow and Knudsen diffusion

Javadpour (2009) [17] Linear superposition based on slip flow and
Knudsen diffusion

Azom and Javadpour (2012) [18] Similar with Javadpour (2009) [17], real ga
effect is considered

Darabi et al. (2012) [19] Similar with Javadpour (2009) [17], the effe
wall roughness on Knudsen diffusion is con
sidered

Rahmanian et al. (2013) [20] Weighted superposition based on continuu
flow and Knudsen diffusion

Singh et al. (2014) [21] Linear superposition based on advective m
transfer and Knudsen diffusion

Wu et al. (2014) [8] Weighted superposition based on slip flow
Knudsen diffusion

Wu et al. (2015) [22] Similar with Wu et al. (2014) [8], real gas e
is considered

Wu et al. (2015) [23] Weighted superposition based on slip flow
Knudsen diffusion
not consider the differences between gas transport in nanopores
with different cross-section types and shapes [8,15–19,22].
However, the existing experiments show that the cross-section
type and shape affect gas transport in continuum region [29], a
gas mass flux is related to a cross-sectional area, perimeter, and
so on, and it can be calculated by correcting the equivalent hydro-
dynamic radius for nanopores with different cross sections [12,30].
For the slip region and transition region, the strong collision
between the gas molecules and the nanopore wall affect the gas
transport behavior [31], and nanopores with different
cross-section types and shapes have different specific surface.
Therefore, the cross-section type and shape also affect gas trans-
port behavior in slip and transition regions [32–35]. Due to the
diversity of nanopores in SGRs, finding analytical solutions for
Limitation

m Constant weighted factors; without consideration of real gas effect;
only for nanopores with a circular cross-section

m Invalid for Kn P 1; without consideration of real gas effect; only for
nanopores with a circular cross-section
Linear superposition; without consideration of real gas effect; only
for nanopores with a circular cross-section

s Linear superposition; only for nanopores with a circular cross-
section

ct of
-

Linear superposition; without consideration of real gas effect; only
for nanopores with a circular cross-section

m Empirical parameters in determining weighted factors; without
consideration of real gas effect; only for micro fractures

ass Linear superposition; without consideration of real gas effect

and Without consideration of real gas effect; only for nanopores with a
circular cross-section

ffect Only for nanopores with a circular cross-section

and Without consideration of real gas effect; only for micro fractures
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gas transport in nanopores with all cross-section types and shapes
is complex and/or impossible [12,30,32]. Fortunately, the gas mass
flux calculated by a unified model, which is a probabilistic combi-
nation based on gas transport model for nanopores with a circular
and a rectangular cross section, can meet the engineering precision
requirements in SGRs [21].

In this paper, firstly, a model for real gas transport is proposed
by weighted superposition of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion. The
present model not only considers slip effect and real gas effect, but
also considers the effects of nanopores type, shape and size on gas
transport. Second, the present model is validated with molecular
simulation results published. Third, gas transport mechanisms
are discussed, and effects of real gas effect, nanopores type, shape
and size on gas transport are analyzed. Finally conclusions.
2. Model establishment

A model for gas transport is established on the basis of
weighted superposition of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion, where
the ratios of the gas intermolecular collisions and the gas mole-
cule–nanopore wall collisions to the total collisions are the
weighted factors of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion, respectively.

2.1. Ideal gas transport model for nanopores with a circular cross
section

Mean free path for ideal gas can be expressed as [36]:

ki ¼
g
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pRT
2M

r
ð1Þ

Knudsen number for ideal gas transport through nanopores can
be expressed as [37]:

Kni ¼
ki

2r
ð2Þ
2.1.1. Slip flow
When 10�3 < Kni < 10�1, compared with the gas intermolecular

collision, the gas molecule–nanopore wall collision can’t be
neglected, and gas transport is governed by slip flow. Taking
account of slip effect, slip flow mass flux for ideal gas through
nanopores with a circular cross section is expressed as [38]:

JC�vsi ¼ �
/
s

r2pM
8gRT

1þ aiKnið Þ 1þ 4Kni

1� bKni

� �
dp
dl

ð3Þ

where //s is the correcting factor of gas transport in nanopores of
SGRs, dimensionless, and the detail is found in our published paper
[22]; b is gas slip constant, dimensionless. When the boundary con-
dition is the first-order slip flow, b = 0; when the boundary condi-
tion is the second-order slip flow, b = �1; ai is the rarefaction
coefficient for ideal gas and expressed as:

ai ¼ ao
2
p

tan�1ða1Knb
i Þ ð4Þ

Eq. (3) shows that the slip effect becomes obvious and gas mass flux
increases with an increasing Knudsen number; however, even if
Knudsen number becomes very high, Eq. (3) cannot be degraded
to a Knudsen diffusion equation, and cannot describe the Knudsen
diffusion for ideal gas.

2.1.2. Knudsen diffusion
When Kni > 10, the collision between gas molecule and nano-

pore wall is dominant, and gas transport is governed by Knudsen
diffusion. Taking account of wall roughness, Knudsen diffusion
mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with a circular cross sec-
tion is expressed as [19,39]:

JC�ki ¼ �
2
3

/
s

rdDf�2 8M
pRT

� �0:5 dp
dl

ð5Þ

Combination of Eqs. (3) and (5) shows that Knudsen diffusion
mass flux is independent of gas viscosity and pressure, which is
different from slip flow mass flux.

2.1.3. Total gas mass flux
On the basis of weighted superposition of slip flow and Knudsen

diffusion, where the ratios of intermolecular collisions and mole-
cule–nanopore wall collisions to the total collisions are the
weighted factors of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion, respectively,
a total mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with a circular
cross section is expressed as:

JC�ti ¼ xC�vsi JC�vsi þxC�ki JC�ki

xC�vsi ¼ 1
ð1þKniÞ

xC�ki ¼ 1
ð1þ1=KniÞ

ð6Þ

where xC-vsi and xC-ki are weighted factors for slip flow and
Knudsen diffusion through nanopores with a circular cross section
for ideal gas, respectively, dimensionless. The detail for their deriva-
tions can be found in our published paper [22]. When pressure
increases, the intermolecular collisions gradually dominate, gas
transport is gradually controlled by slip flow, and the weighted fac-
tor xC-vsi for slip flow increases and approaches ‘‘1’’; however, at the
same time, the collisions between gas molecules and nanopores
walls gradually weaken, Knudsen diffusion becomes less important,
and the weighted factor xC-ki for Knudsen diffusion decreases and
approaches ‘‘0’’.

When Kni < 10�3, Eq. (6) reduces to the Hagen–Poiseuille equa-
tion and can describe continuum flow; when 10�3 < Kni < 10�1, Eq.
(6) reduces to Eq. (3) and can describe slip flow; when Kni > 10, Eq.
(6) reduces to Eq. (5) and can describe Knudsen diffusion; when
10�1 < Kni < 10, intermolecular collisions and collisions between
gas moles and nanopore walls are both important for gas transport,
and this gas transport is named transition flow and described by
Eq. (6).

2.2. Ideal gas transport model for nanopores with a rectangular cross
section

Nanopores in SGRs are complex and generally nonequant in
diameter of cross sections, with a varying aspect ratio from 1.8:
1.0 to 4.1: 1.0, and a mean aspect ratio of 2.8: 1.0 [40]. Some nano-
pores can be simplified to a plane with a rectangular cross section
[20], as shown in Fig. 2, and the corresponding aspect ratio can be
expressed as:

f ¼ w
h

ð7Þ

Knudsen number is the ratio of the mean free path for ideal gas to
the height of a rectangular cross section in nanopores [23,38], and
can be expressed as:

Kni ¼
ki

h
ð8Þ
2.2.1. Slip flow
When 10�3 < Kni < 10�1, compared with the gas intermolecular

collision, the gas molecule–nanopore wall collision can’t be
neglected, and gas velocity isn’t zero on nanopore wall. By correct-
ing the slip boundary condition, slip flow mass flux for ideal gas



Fig. 2. Scenario of the simplified model for a nanopore with a rectangular cross-
section.
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through nanopores with a rectangular cross section is expressed as
[23]:

JR�vsi ¼ �AðfÞ/
s

h2

12g
pM
RT

1þ aiKnið Þ 1þ 6Kni

1� bKni

� �
dp
dl

ð9Þ

where

AðfÞ ¼ 1� 192
fp5

X1
i¼1;3;5;...

tanhðipf=2Þ
i5 ð10Þ

where A(f) is the section shape factor of nanopores with a rectangu-
lar cross section for slip flow, dimensionless, and independent of
Knudsen number. A(f) is a function of the aspect ratio of nanopores
with a rectangular section, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2.2. Knudsen diffusion
When Kni > 10, the collision between gas molecule and nano-

pore wall is dominant, and gas transport is governed by Knudsen
diffusion. Taking into account the cross-section type and shape,
Knudsen diffusion mass flux for ideal gas through nanopores with
a rectangular cross section is expressed as [23]:

JR�ki ¼ �BðfÞ/s
h2

w
dDf�2 M

2pRT

� �0:5 dp
dl

ð11Þ
Fig. 3. The curves for section shape factor with aspect ratio.
where

BðfÞ¼ f2 ln
1
f
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1

f2

s" #
þ f ln fþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þf2

q� �
�ðf

2þ1Þ3=2

3
þð1þf3Þ

3

( )

ð12Þ

where B(f) is the section shape factor of nanopores with a rectangu-
lar cross section for Knudsen diffusion, dimensionless, and indepen-
dent of Knudsen number. B(f) is a function of the aspect ratio of
nanopores with a rectangular section, as shown in Fig. 3.

2.2.3. Total gas mass flux
Similar to gas flow in nanopores with a circular cross section, a

total mass flux for ideal gas in nanopores with a rectangular cross
section is expressed as:

JR�ti ¼ xR�vsi JR�vsi þxR�ki JR�ki

xR�vsi ¼ 1
1þKni

2 1þ1
fð Þ

xR�ki ¼ 1
1þ2=Kni 1þ1

fð Þ

ð13Þ

where xR-vsi and xR-ki are weighted factors for slip flow and
Knudsen diffusion through nanopores with a rectangular cross sec-
tion for ideal gas, respectively, dimensionless. The detail for their
derivations can be found in our published paper [23]. The varying
characteristic of the weighted factors in pressure through nano-
pores with a rectangular cross section is similar to that of nanopores
with a circular cross section.

Similar to Eq. (6), Eq. (13) for the total ideal gas mass flux is also
able to describe continuum flow, slip flow, transition flow and
Knudsen diffusion in nanopores with a rectangular cross section.

2.3. Real gas transport model for nanopores

Under a high pressure condition in SGRs, the gas intermolecular
interaction force is very strong, which significantly affects gas
transport. Additionally, the diameter of gas molecule is comparable
with that of nanopores, and its volume also significantly affects gas
transport. All mentioned above is named as real gas effect, and its
effect on gas transport can be characterized by the real gas com-
pressibility factor, viscosity and mean free path together.

Gas compressibility factor is a function of temperature and
pressure, and can be expressed with a reduced temperature and
a reduced pressure [41]:

Z ¼ 1þ pr
10:24Tr

2:16 1
Tr

1
Tr
þ 1

� �
� 1

h i
pr ¼ p=pc

Tr ¼ T=Tc

ð14Þ

Similarly, gas viscosity is also a function of temperature and
pressure, and can be expressed as [42]:

gr ¼ g 1þ A1

T5
r

p4
r

T20
r þ p4

r

 !
þ A2

pr

Tr

� �2

þ A3
pr

Tr

� �" #
ð15Þ

Mean free path for real gas can be expressed as [43]:

kr ¼
gr

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pZRT
2M

r
ð16Þ

Knudsen numbers for real gas in nanopores with a circular cross
section and a rectangular cross section are expressed, respectively.

Knr ¼
kr

2r
ð17Þ

Knr ¼
kr

h
ð18Þ
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The rarefaction coefficient for real gas is expressed as:

ar ¼ ao
2
p

tan�1 a1Knb
r

� �
ð19Þ
2.3.1. Slip flow
Respectively, according to Eqs. (3) and (9), slip flow mass flux

for real gas in nanopores with a circular cross section and rectan-
gular cross section can be expressed as:

JC�vsr ¼ �
/
s

r2

8gr

pM
ZRT

1þ arKnrð Þ 1þ 4Knr

1� bKnr

� �
dp
dl

ð20Þ

JR�vsr ¼ �AðfÞ/
s

h2

12gr

pM
ZRT

1þ arKnrð Þ 1þ 6Knr

1� bKnr

� �
dp
dl

ð21Þ
2.3.2. Knudsen diffusion
Respectively, according to Eqs. (5) and (11), Knudsen diffusion

mass flux for real gas in nanopores with a circular cross section
and rectangular cross section can be expressed as:

JC�kr ¼ �
2
3

/
s

rdDf�2 8ZM
pRT

� �0:5 p
Z

Cg
dp
dl

Cg ¼
1
p
� 1

Z
dZ
dp

ð22Þ

JR�kr ¼ �BðfÞ/
s

h2

w
dDf�2 ZM

2pRT

� �0:5 p
Z

Cg
dp
dl

ð23Þ

2.3.3. Total gas mass flux
Similar with ideal gas, on the basis of weighted superposition of

slip flow and Knudsen diffusion with the corresponding Eqs. (20)
and (22), a total mass flux for real gas in nanopores with a circular
cross section is expressed as:

JC�tr ¼ xC�vsr JC�vsr þxC�kr JC�kr ð24Þ

Similarly, a total mass flux for real gas in nanopores with a rect-
angular cross section is expressed as:

JR�tr ¼ xR�vsr JR�vsr þxR�kr JR�kr ð25Þ

Similar to Eqs. (6) and (13), Eqs. (24) and (25) for the total real
gas mass flux are also able to describe continuum flow, slip flow,
transition flow and Knudsen diffusion in nanopores with a circular
Table 2
Summary of modeling parameters in the calculation.

Parameter Sy

Porosity /
Tortuosity s
Nanopores radius r
Aspect ratio for nanopores with a rectangular cross-section f
Nitrogen molar mass M
Nitrogen viscosity (p = 0.101325 MPa, T = 423 K) g
Critical pressure of nitrogen p
Critical temperature of nitrogen Tc

Methane molar mass M
Methane viscosity (p = 0.101325 MPa, T = 423 K) g
Critical pressure of methane p
Critical temperature of methane Tc

Universal gas constant R
Temperature T
Rarefaction coefficient at Kn ?1 a
Fitting constant a
Fitting constant b
Gas slip constant b
Ratio of normalized molecule size to local average pore diameter r
Fractal dimension of the pore wall D
Fitting constant A
Fitting constant A
Fitting constant A
cross section and rectangular cross section, respectively.
Additionally, these real gas transport models consider the effect
of real gas on gas transport in nanopores of SGRs.

3. Model validation

Molecular Simulation data is accurate and often used to verify
the model for gas transport in nanopores; on the contrary, experi-
ment results are less applied to model validation, because experi-
ment cannot accurately reflect the ideal conditions for a
theoretical model [44,45]. Therefore, the present model is vali-
dated by comparing the results calculated by the present model
with molecular simulation data published.

Modeling parameters are listed in Table 2.

3.1. Validation of ideal gas transport model for nanopores

For the convenience of comparison, based on continuum flow
mass flux and Knudsen diffusion mass flux, the total mass flux
for ideal gas in nanopores with a circular cross section is normal-
ized as, respectively:

JC�ti

JC�vi
¼xC�vsi 1þ aiKnið Þ 1þ 4Kni

1� bKni

� �
þxC�kid

Df�2Kni
128
3p

JC�vi ¼ �
/
s

r2pM
8gRT

dp
dl

ð26Þ

JC�ti

JC�ki
¼ xC�vsi 1þ aiKnið Þ 1þ 4Kni

1� bKni

� �
3p

128dDf�2Kni
þxC�ki ð27Þ

where JC-ti/JC-vi is the dimensionless ideal gas flux based on contin-
uum flow mass flux through nanopores with a circular crosssection,
dimensionless; JC-ti/JC-ki is the dimensionless ideal gas flux based on
Knudsen diffusion mass flux through nanopores with a circular
cross section, dimensionless.

Fig. 4 shows that the analytic solutions calculated by the pre-
sent model for ideal gas transport in nanopores with a circular
cross section are in good agreement with the molecular simulation
data published, which demonstrates that the present model is reli-
able to model the rarefied gas transport at a low pressure.

For the validation of ideal gas transport model in nanopores
with a rectangular cross section, similar to that in nanopores with
mbol Unit Value

Decimal 0.05
Dimensionless 4.3
m 2.0 � 10�9 � 1.0 � 10�6

dimensionless 1, 2, 4
kg/mol 2.80 � 10�2

Pa s 2.31 � 10�5

c MPa 3.39
K 126.2
kg/mol 1.60 � 10�2

Pa s 1.49 � 10�5

c MPa 4.60
K 190.6
J/(mol K) 8.314462
K 423

0 Dimensionless 1.19
1 Dimensionless 4.0

Dimensionless 0.4
Dimensionless �1
Dimensionless 0.5

f Dimensionless 2.5
1 Dimensionless 7.9
2 Dimensionless 9.0 � 10�6

3 Dimensionless 0.28



Fig. 4. Comparison of analytic solutions and molecular simulation data for ideal gas in nanopores with a circular section. Note: The Legend ‘‘Molecular simulation’’ is the data
for rarefied gas transfer under low pressure simulated by Loyalka and Hamoodi [46].
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a circular cross section, based on continuum flow mass flux and
Knudsen diffusion mass flux, the total mass flux for ideal gas in
nanopores with a rectangular cross section is normalized as,
respectively:

JR�ti

JR�vi
¼xR�vsi AðfÞ 1þaiKnið Þ 1þ 6Kni

1�bKni

� �
þxR�kid

Df�2 12Kni

p
BðfÞ
f

JR�vi ¼�
/
s

h2

12g
pM
RT

dp
dl

ð28Þ

JR�ti

JR�ki
¼xR�vsi

p
12dDf�2Kni

fAðfÞ 1þaiKnið Þ 1þ 6Kni

1�bKni

� �
þxR�kiBðfÞ

ð29Þ

where JR-ti/JR-vi is the dimensionless ideal gas flux based on contin-
uum flow flux through nanopores with a rectangular cross section,
dimensionless; JR-ti/JR-ki is the dimensionless ideal gas flux based on
Fig. 5. Comparison of analytic solutions and molecular simulation data for ideal gas in na
data obtained by Sone and Hasegawa with a linear lattice Boltzmann method [47].
Knudsen diffusion flux through nanopores with a rectangular cross
section, dimensionless.

For ideal gas transport in nanopores with the rectangular cross
section of different aspect ratios, results calculated by the present
model have good agreement with molecular simulation data, sug-
gesting that the present model can describe the ideal gas transport
behavior, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) both show that, for gas transport in nano-
pores with either a rectangular or a circular cross section, there
is always a minimum gas transport capacity over the whole range
of Knudsen number, i.e., at Kni = 1, the dimensionless ideal gas flux
approaches to the minimum value, which is consistent with the
results obtained by scholars with the Molecular Simulation or
experiments [46–51]. In other words, gas transport capacity firstly
decreases and then gradually increases with an increasing Knudsen
number, which is also consistent with the practical phenomenon
that gas flux decreases slowly in the later period of production in
SGRs [52].
nopores with a rectangular section. Note: The Legend ‘‘Molecular simulation’’ is the



Fig. 6. Comparison of analytic solutions and molecular simulation data of w with p
for nitrogen transfer in nanopores with different h of a rectangular section. Note:
The Legend ‘‘Molecular simulation’’ is the gas transfer data at a relatively high
pressure modeled by Wang and Li with the direct simulation Monte Carlo method
[53].
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3.2. Validation of real gas transport model for nanopores

For the convenience of validation, only take the model for real
gas transport in nanopores with a rectangular cross section as an
example, additionally, the present model is validated by comparing
the deviation degree between gas mass flux calculated by ideal gas
model and real gas model with that obtained by the molecular sim-
ulation data published. The deviation degree can be expressed as:

w ¼ JR�tr � JR�tið Þ � 100%=JR�ti ð30Þ

Fig. 6 shows that analytic solutions calculated by the present
model are consistent with the molecular simulation data pub-
lished, indicating that the present model for real gas transport
can reasonably model gas transport behavior in nanopores at a rel-
atively high pressure.

4. Results and discussion

Based on the results calculated by the present model, Firstly,
gas transport behavior in nanopores is elaborated; then analyze
the role of real gas effect on gas transport in nanopores; and finally
the impacts of nanopores type, shape and size on gas transport are
discussed.

For the convenience of discussion, the gas transport capacity in
nanopores with different cross sections is expressed by a conductance.

According to Eq. (6), total conductance for ideal gas through
nanopores with a circular cross section is:

CC�ti ¼ CC�vsi þ CC�ki

¼ 1
1þ Knið Þ

/
s

r2pM
8gRT

1þ aiKnið Þ 1þ 4Kni

1� bKni

� �

þ 1
1þ 1=Knið Þ

2
3

/
s

rdDf�2 8M
pRT

� �0:5

ð31Þ

According to Eq. (24), total conductance for real gas through
nanopores with a circular cross section is:

CC�tr ¼ CC�vsr þ CC�kr

¼ 1
ð1þ KnrÞ

/
s

r2pM
8grRTZ

1þ arKnrð Þ 1þ 4Knr

1� bKnr

� �

þ 1
ð1þ 1=KnrÞ

2
3

/
s

rdDf�2 8ZM
pRT

� �0:5 p
Z

Cg ð32Þ
According to Eq. (13), total conductance for ideal gas through
nanopores with a rectangular cross section is:

CR�ti ¼ CR�vsi þ CR�ki

¼ 1

1þ Kni
2 1þ 1

f

� �AðfÞ/
s

h2

12g
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RT
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According to Eq. (25), total conductance for real gas through
nanopores with a rectangular cross section is:

CR�tr ¼ CR�vsr þ CR�kr

¼ 1

1þ Knr
2 1þ 1

f
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4.1. Gas transport behavior in nanopores

Gas transport mechanisms include continuum flow, slip flow
and transition flow in nanopores of SGRs. In this paper, coupling
slip flow and Knudsen diffusion describes these transport
mechanisms.

Fig. 7 is the comparisons of slip flow conductance, Knudsen dif-
fusion conductance and total conductance for real gas in nanopores
with a circular cross section and a rectangular cross section at the
same cross-sectional area. Slip flow conductance decreases with a
decreasing pressure, as shown in Fig. 7a. Although slip effect
enhances slip flow conductance to some extent, however, slip flow
is proportional to pressure, and its weighted factor decreases with
a decreasing pressure (shown in Eqs. (32) and (34)), which is
caused that slip flow conductance decreases with a decreasing
pressure; on the contrary, Knudsen diffusion conductance
increases with a decreasing pressure, as shown in Fig. 7b. This is
because that Knudsen diffusion itself is not sensitive to pressure,
but its weighted factor increases sharply with a decreasing pres-
sure (shown in Eqs. (32) and (34)); a total conductance firstly
decreases and then gradually increases with a decreasing pressure
in nanopores, as shown in Fig. 7c. This is because that slip flow
dominates gas transport at a high pressure, and Knudsen diffusion
governs gas transport at a low pressure, which is also one of rea-
sons that gas well deliverability decreases slowly in the later per-
iod of production in SGRs [52].

Fig. 7 shows that nanopores type and shape affect gas transport:
(1) gas transport capacity in nanopores with a circular cross sec-
tion is stronger than that in nanopores with a rectangular cross
section, gas transport capacity in nanopores with a rectangular
cross section decreases with an increasing aspect ratio; (2) com-
pared with nanopores type, the effect of nanopores shape (varying
aspect ratio) on gas transport is greater [54].

Nanopores type and shape affect gas transport mechanism and
capacity, which can be explained from the microscopic point of
view: (1) the interaction force between wall solid molecules and
gas molecules is different from the gas intermolecular force, which
causes the difference of gas molecules number density between
the wall vicinity and away from the wall [34,35]; (2) gas molecules
near wall prematurely collide with wall, which drastically reduces
the mean free path [33]; (3) nanopores with different type and
shape have different specific surface, which causes different ratios
of the gas molecules–wall collision frequency to the total collision
frequency [31]. In addition, this phenomenon can also be explained



Fig. 7. Different transport conductance with pressure for real gas (S = 78.54 nm2, r = 5 nm, T = 423 K).
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from a macro point of view. For example, for slip flow, gas slip
velocity is related to local wall shear stress, and shear stress is a
function of nanopores wall property, type and shape. Therefore,
nanopores type and shape affect slip flow [32]. The
cross-sectional area and perimeter of nanopores are key parame-
ters that affect slip flow [12,30,32]. Gas transport is governed by
Knudsen diffusion in nanopores with a radius less than or equal
5 nm at a low pressure [55]. For Knudsen diffusion, the quantita-
tive research is rare in the effect of nanopores type and shape on
gas transport capacity [56]. Eldridge and Brown (1976) indicated
that Knudsen diffusion coefficient in nanopores with a rectangular
cross section of an aspect ratio of 3.5 is smaller 10% than that in
nanopores with a circular cross section [57], which is consistent
with results in this paper.

Fig. 7 also shows that for gas transport in nanopores with a rect-
angular cross section of the larger aspect ratio, total conductance
decrease more slowly in early period of depressurization and
increases more quickly in later period of depressurization
[29,58]. This is due to the larger the Knudsen number, the stronger
the slip effect, and the larger the share of Knudsen diffusion to all
gas transport mechanisms for gas transport in nanopores with a
rectangular cross section of the larger aspect ratio. The similar
result was also presented by Morini et al. (1998, 2004) with the
numerical simulation method [59,60].
The ratio of total conductance to continuum flow conductance
with pressure in nanopores with a circular cross section and a rect-
angular cross section is shown in Fig. 8. The figure shows that: (1)
the ratio increases with a decreasing pressure. This is because the
mean free path increases, slip effect enhances, and Knudsen diffu-
sion gradually governs gas transport when pressure decreases; (2)
compared with nanopores with a circular cross section, the ratio
for nanopores with a rectangular cross section is larger, and it
increases with an increasing aspect ratio. This is due to the smaller
the pore characteristic length, the larger the share of Knudsen layer
to the pore characteristic length, the stronger the collisions
between gas molecules–wall, and the stronger the slip effect in
nanopores with a rectangular cross section of the larger aspect
ratio [33,61]. The similar result was also presented by Morini
et al. (2004) with the numerical simulation method [60].

4.2. Real gas effect of gas transport in nanopores

In nanopores of SGRs, real gas effect significantly influences gas
transport, and the reasons are that: (1) a gas molecule cannot be
assumed as a point, because its diameter is comparable with nano-
pore diameter, which reduces the gas transport capacity and can-
not be ignored [62]; (2) at a low pressure, the gas intermolecular
force is attractive force, which decreases mean free path, weakens



Fig. 8. The ratio of total conductance to continuum flow conductance with pressure
(S = 78.54 nm2, r = 5 nm, T = 423 K).
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slip effect, and reduces gas transport capacity [33]; (3) on the con-
trary, at a high pressure, the gas intermolecular force is repulsive
force, which increases mean free path, strengthens slip effect,
and enhances gas transport capacity [33].

The deviation degree between real gas conductance and ideal
gas conductance with pressure is shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows
Fig. 9. Deviation degree with pressure for different transp
that: (1) the transport capacity of real gas is stronger than that of
ideal gas. This is due to the gas intermolecular repulsive force at
a high pressure in nanopores of SGRs; (2) compared with nano-
pores with a circular cross section, the deviation degree is larger
in nanopores with a rectangular cross section, and it increases with
an increasing aspect ratio. This is because that there is the smaller
the pore characteristic length, the larger the Knudsen number and
the stronger the slip effect in nanopores with a rectangular cross
section of the larger aspect ratio, and real gas effect further
strengthens the influences of slip effect and Knudsen diffusion on
gas transport capacity; (3) comparison of Fig. 9a and b indicates
that, compared with slip flow, the deviation degree of Knudsen dif-
fusion conductance is larger. This is because that Knudsen diffusion
is more dependent on the collisions between gas molecules and
wall, and real gas effect enhances the collisions at a high pressure.

Fig. 9c shows that real gas effect enhances gas transport capac-
ity by 14.2% � 29.5% in nanopores with a cross-sectional area of
78.54 nm2 at a pressure of 50 MPa, which is consistent with
research findings published. Wang and Li (2008) modeled gas
transport mechanism in micro and nano-scale pores by the direct
simulation Monte Carlo method, and concluded that real gas effect
enhances gas transport capacity by 28.6% in a nano-scale pore with
a height of 10 nm at a pressure of 4.4 MPa [63]; Michel et al. (2011)
also presented that real gas effect enhances gas transport capacity
by 60.0% in nanopores with a radius of 5 nm at a pressure of
99.97 MPa in SGRs [64]; based on Javadpour model [17], Ma
ort mechanisms (S = 78.54 nm2, r = 5 nm, T = 423 K).



Fig. 10. Deviation degree of real gas transport conductance between circular and
rectangular cross-section nanopores with pressure for different nanopore scales
(f = 4 for nanopores with a rectangular cross-section).
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et al. (2014) derived a model of real gas transport through nano-
pores with a circular cross section, and indicated gas transport
capacity enhanced by 10.0% due to real gas effect [65]; Wu et al.
(2015) indicated that the real gas effect influences gas transport
most, up to 12.76% in SGRs with a temperature of 423 K and rela-
tive low pressure (p 6 22 MPa) [66]. With all mentioned above, the
impact of real gas effect on gas transport is not negligible in nano-
pores of SGRs.
4.3. Sensitivity of nanopores dimension on gas transport

The deviation degree between real gas conductance in nano-
pores with a circular cross section and that in nanopores with a
rectangular cross section with pressure is shown in Fig. 10. The fig-
ure shows that real gas conductance in nanopores with a circular
cross section is higher than that in nanopores with a rectangular
cross section, and the deviation degree increases with increasing
pressure and pore size. At a pressure of 50 MPa, the deviation
degree increases from 43.5% to 123.1% when the cross-sectional
area increases from 12.57 nm2 to 31415.93 nm2. This is because
(1) at a high pressure, gas transport is mainly governed by slip
Fig. 11. Deviation degree of transport conductance between real gas and ideal gas with p
flow, and its share over all gas transport mechanisms increases
with increasing pressure and pore size; (2) The difference is large
between slip flow conductance in nanopores with a circular cross
section and that in nanopores with a rectangular cross section
(Fig. 7a), however, small difference in Knudsen diffusion conduc-
tance (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 11a and b are the deviation degree of transport conductance
between real gas and ideal gas with pressure in nanopores with a
circular cross section and with a rectangular cross section, respec-
tively. The figures show that: (1) real gas effect enhances gas trans-
port capacity; (2) the effect becomes strong with an increasing
pressure and a decreasing pore size. This is because the greater
the pressure, the larger the gas intermolecular repulsive force,
the greater the mean free path and the stronger the slip effect;
and the smaller the pore size and the smaller the pore characteris-
tic length, which further amplifies the influence of real gas effect
on gas transport. Comparison of Fig. 11a and b shows that com-
pared with that in nanopores with a circular cross section, the
influence of real gas effect on gas transport capacity is more obvi-
ous in nanopores with a rectangular cross section at the same
cross-sectional area. At a cross-sectional area of 12.57 nm2 and a
pressure of 50 MPa, the deviation degree of transport conductance
between real gas and ideal gas in nanopores with a circular cross
section and with a rectangular cross section are up to 30.7% and
55.0%, respectively.

The two nanopore types considered in our models are nano-
pores with the circular and rectangular cross sections. When a
shale matrix is composed of other nanopore types, the conduc-
tance of the shale matrix will be somewhere between those of
these two types. Therefore, the two nanopore types considered in
our models can reliably capture the average effect of different
nanopore types in a shale matrix. Furthermore, capturing the
exact type and shape of each nanopore might be impractical and
difficult through the current laboratory experiment techniques.
Additionally, finding analytical solutions for gas transport in nano-
pores with all cross-section types and shapes is complex and
impossible [12,30,32]. Fortunately, the gas mass flux calculated
by a unified model, which is a probabilistic combination based
gas transport model for nanopores with a circular and a rectangu-
lar cross section, can meet the engineering precision requirements
in SGRs [21]. For example, according to the SEM and AFM images of
a shale matrix, if we approximate x% of nanopore types in these
images as nanopores with a rectangular cross section and y% of
ressure for different pore size (f = 4 for nanopores with a rectangular cross-section).
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nanopore types as nanopores with a circular cross section, for the
remaining nanopores types that do not match nanopores with
the rectangular and circular cross sections, the apparent gas con-
ductance of the shale matrix can be calculated as [21]:
Capp�tr ¼
x

100
CR�tr þ

y
100

CC�tr þ
100� x� y

100

� �
CR�tr þ CC�tr

2

� �
ð35Þ

Therefore, the circular and rectangular nanopore types used in
the present model are enough to represent the real complex nano-
pore structure, and the present model can effectively upscale the
gas conductance to a core scale in SGRs.
5. Conclusions

A unified model for gas transport was proposed on the basis of
weighted superposition of slip flow and Knudsen diffusion in nano-
pores of SGRs. The present model takes into account slip effect and
real gas effect, additionally, the effects of nanopore type, shape and
size on gas transport are also considered. The present model was
validated with the molecular simulation data published, and it
can model gas transport behavior for different gas transport mech-
anisms in nanopores (with a circular and a rectangular cross sec-
tion) of SGRs. Through analysis and discussion of the modeling
results, the following conclusions can be drawn.

(1) Slip flow conductance decreases with a decreasing pressure;
on the contrary, Knudsen diffusion conductance increases
with a decreasing pressure; and a total conductance firstly
decreases and then gradually increases with a decreasing
pressure in nanopores, which is also one of reasons that
gas well deliverability decreases slowly in the later period
of production in SGRs.

(2) Nanopore type and shape affect gas transport: at the same
cross-sectional area, gas transport capacity in nanopores
with a circular cross section is greater than that in nano-
pores with a rectangular cross section, furthermore, the
gas transport capacity in nanopores with a rectangular cross
section decreases with an increasing aspect ratio; compared
with nanopore type, the impact of nanopore shape on gas
transport capacity is greater; the larger the aspect ratio for
nanopores with a rectangular cross section, the more slowly
the gas transport capacity decreases during the depressur-
ization development in SGRs.

(3) Real gas effect enhances gas transport capacity, which
increases with an increasing pressure and a decreasing pore
size in nanopores of SGRs. Compared with that in nanopores
with a circular section, the effect of real gas effect on gas
transport capacity in nanopores with a rectangular cross sec-
tion is stronger, and it increases with an increasing aspect
ratio; the effect of real gas effect on Knudsen diffusion is
greater compared with slip flow.

In this paper, the present model only considers the mass trans-
port of free gas, without considering surface diffusion and desorp-
tion of adsorbed gas in nanopores of SGRs. Wherein the
adsorption/desorption, resulting in only change of gas phase (the
conversion between free gas and adsorbed gas), has no contribu-
tion to gas transport, but influences the adsorbed gas concentra-
tion and adsorption layer thickness, which both affect surface
diffusion for adsorbed gas and gas transport for free gas in nano-
pores of SGRs [11,22].
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